USS Seleya  -  Stardate 9901.10


Host Cheryl says:
Previously, the USS Seleya was in the midst of investigating the situation at Cortez Station, a scientific research station.  Upon arrival, the station was lifeless, except for a weapons device apparently responsible for the situation on the station.

Host Cheryl says:
An Away Team was dispatched, and managed to lock down the device before Seleya was called away to a new assignment; the USS Isis was dispatched to pick up the Cortez Station investigation.  There has been no recent communication from the Isis, and the Seleya is ordered to return to Cortez to investigate the status of Isis and the station.

Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

CMO-Starr says:
::going over reports that are piled on her desk::

EO_Bolith says:
::In engineering running diagnostic sweeps on all ship systems::

Cns_Moore says:
::going over some files with Kyra::

OPS_Blace says:
::Enters the bridge and takes seat at Ops::

CMO-Starr says:
::grumbling about all the paperwork and no assistants to help::

XO_Pang says:
::on bridge glad to be outward bound again::

TO-Toran says:
::Enters Bridge and looks round::

Cns_Moore says:
*XO* What's happening topside Sir?

XO_Pang says:
Bridge Crew:  Nice to be going somewhere again

OPS_Blace says:
XO_Pang: Hear hear!

XO_Pang says:
*CNS* We should be leaving shortly

XO_Pang says:
FCO: Estimated travel time back to Cortez?

CMO-Starr says:
<SEK>: Where is Ens. Jamen?

TO-Toran says:
::walks to tactical station::

OPS_Blace says:
::Sees Tactical Officer walk in::

FCOMallor says:
XO: 20 mins approx. .....

XO_Pang says:
::looks up and sees a new TAC Ensign:: Toran: Welcome to Seleya Ensign Toran

TO-Toran says:
XO:: Thank you sir, Reporting for duty sir::

Host CO_Peters says:
::Walking from quarters about to enter a TL::

Cns_Moore says:
*CMO* I understand your MO is indisposed Let me know if I can be of assistance

CMO-Starr says:
<SEK> CMO: Haven't seen him Doctor Starr.  I will comm him for you.

Host CO_Peters says:
TL:  Main bridge

CMO-Starr says:
::nods absentmindedly at Sek::

Host CO_Peters says:
::Arrives on the bridge and walks toward his seat::

CTOCruzer says:
::Enter TL:: TL: Bridge

OPS_Blace says:
::Nods to the Captain::

CMO-Starr says:
*CNS: Indisposed? What has happened to him?

XO_Pang says:
::looks up at the CO and smiles::

Host CO_Peters says:
::Acknowledges the crew::

TO-Toran says:
::looks at CTO::

EO_Bolith says:
::Nods satisfied everything is running smoothly, heads for the turbolift::

Host CO_Peters says:
::but smiles at Kay Lee::

EO_Bolith says:
TL: Bridge

FCOMallor says:
::puts speed up 1/757th::

EO_Bolith says:
::arrives at the bridge::

CTOCruzer says:
::Exits TL on to bridge

TO-Toran says:
::Begins scanning::

TO-Toran says:
::Turns to CTO::

EO_Bolith says:
::activates the engineers console::

XO_Pang says:
Bridge Crew:  Current status please

Host CO_Peters says:
XO:  You ready for you know what?

FCOMallor says:
CO: 20 minutes 'till Cortez...

XO_Pang says:
*All Department Heads* Status reports at your convenience  ...

CMO-Starr says:
<Sek> CMO: Doctor, Jamen has the flu and has been ordered to stay in his quarters.  The report should be in that stack of papers ::points to her pile:: on your desk.

XO_Pang says:
CO:  I guess ::grins::

Host CO_Peters says:
XO:  No time like the present then, get them up here.

EO_Bolith says:
XO: Engineering in 100% or better Ma'am

XO_Pang says:
*All* Senior Personnel report to the Bridge please ... on the double::

CMO-Starr says:
*XO*: Ma’am, the MO is sick in bed with the flu, otherwise all the crew are at stations and healthy.

XO_Pang says:
*CMO* Thanks - I am sure Sek can take care of things ... we need you up here

CMO-Starr says:
*XO*: Acknowledged, on my way.

XO_Pang says:
EO: Good to hear it Bolitho

Cns_Moore says:
*XO* On my way Sir

OPS_Blace says:
XO: All ship operations at 100%. All except the holodecks  which seem to be overloaded from the "leave" I'll try and correct the problem.

CTOCruzer says:
XO: Tactical at standby

CMO-Starr says:
<Sek>: Take over sickbay, I am wanted on the bridge ::notices Sek look up and nod ok::

EO_Bolith says:
XO: Aye Ma'am ::grins::

XO_Pang says:
OPS:  As you can Roger

Cns_Moore says:
::leaves the office in Kyra's hands and goes to TL::

Cns_Moore says:
TL: Bridge

CMO-Starr says:
::leaves sickbay and walks to the TL and enters saying "Bridge"::

XO_Pang says:
CTO: Thankyou John .... I see you have met our new Ensign ::smiles::

TO-Toran says:
:: Smiles back::

Cns_Moore says:
::arrives on the bridge

CMO-Starr says:
::exits the TL onto the bridge:: XO: Reporting as ordered Ma’am.

EO_Bolith says:
::monitors the warp propulsion system::

XO_Pang says:
CNS: Good morning Counsellor ... take a seat

XO_Pang says:
CMO: Take a seat Troi

XO_Pang says:
CO: I think we have everyone now?

FCOMallor says:
::smiles at the CMO::

CMO-Starr says:
::sits down and listens::

Host CO_Peters says:
XO:  Good.

Cns_Moore says:
XO: Yes Sir, what's going on? ::sits down::

Host CO_Peters says:
XO:  Carry on.

XO_Pang says:
::stands::

OPS_Blace says:
::Taps a few scanners and notices that holoemmiters were placed in Crew Quarters on Deck 15 section R19. Thinks: Someone could get in trouble...oh what the hell::

Host CO_Peters says:
::Relaxes back into his seat and watches on with a hidden grin::

XO_Pang says:
All:  Well ... the refit seems to have gone well .... and we are on our way out again .... it is a good feeling - but an even better one is ...

XO_Pang says:
All: Recognition for those that have earned the trust and respect of us all

Cns_Moore says:
::listens intently::

XO_Pang says:
All: so it gives me great pleasure to award a few promotions

XO_Pang says:
FCO: Conrad Front and Centre please

Host CO_Peters says:
::Nods agreeing with the XO::

FCOMallor says:
::grins::

FCOMallor says:
::puts console on auto, stands up::

TO-Toran says:
:: ::Looks at FCO and XO ::

XO_Pang says:
FCO: Ensign Mallory .... it gives me great pleasure to announce your promotion to Lt. JG

OPS_Blace says:
::Looks at the FCO::

FCOMallor says:
::grins even more::

FCOMallor says:
::smiles at Blace::

XO_Pang says:
::reaches for box and pins new pip to FCO's uniform::

FCOMallor says:
XO: thank you ma'am....

XO_Pang says:
FCO: Well done Mallory

CMO-Starr says:
::grins while Conrad receives his new pips::

Cns_Moore says:
FCO: Congratulations Mr Mallory

Host CO_Peters says:
FCO:  Well, done Lt.

XO_Pang says:
CTO: Front and centre please

TO-Toran says:
::Smiles::

OPS_Blace says:
FCO: Way to go! Congratulations!!

CMO-Starr says:
FCO: Congratulations Conrad, well done!

FCOMallor says:
ALL: thank you all... ::sits back down::

CTOCruzer says:
::Comes around Front

EO_Bolith says:
::Slaps Mallory on the back: FCO: Congrats

TO-Toran says:
FCO: Well done

XO_Pang says:
CTO: Mr. Cruzer .... again this promotion is well deserved .... you may now call yourself LtJG

FCOMallor says:
::slaps the EO back, being careful not to shock::

Cns_Moore says:
CTO: Congratulations, Mr Cruzer

XO_Pang says:
::shakes his hand and pins a new pip to Cruzer's uniform::

CTOCruzer says:
ALL: Thanks all

OPS_Blace says:
Cruzer: Two in one day! Great job! Congratulations,  Lt.

TO-Toran says:
CTO: well done

Host CO_Peters says:
CTO:  Congratulations.  Well done, and keep it up.

XO_Pang says:
::smiles::

CMO-Starr says:
CTO: Congratulations John

FCOMallor says:
CTO: Well done

XO_Pang says:
OPS: Mr. Blace Front and Centre

OPS_Blace says:
XO: Yes Ma'am. ::Gets up and stands in front of the Commanders::

FCOMallor says:
Ops: Go Blace!

XO_Pang says:
OPS: Roger - you have had a variety of positions on Seleya - and have performed well in all of them .... Congratulations on your promotion to LtJG

CMO-Starr says:
::grins especially wide for her ex MO::

OPS_Blace says:
::Stunned:: XO, CO: Thank you very much. ALL: Thanks.

Cns_Moore says:
OPS: Congratulations Roger ::happy for his friend::

XO_Pang says:
::pins the additional pip to Blace's uniform::

CMO-Starr says:
Roger: I am so proud of you, congratulations.

TO-Toran says:
OPS: good work

OPS_Blace says:
Likes the shiny new pip.

EO_Bolith says:
OPS: Congrats ::Slaps Blace on the back::

XO_Pang says:
All: There is one more promotion .... which I will announce here although the person is too busy just now to join us

OPS_Blace says:
Troi: Thanks. I started with you!

FCOMallor says:
::reaches over console and shakes Blace's hand::

Host CO_Peters says:
OPS:  Well done Lt.  More than deserved

CMO-Starr says:
Roger: You have done a wonderful job; any way I can entice you to come back to medical? ::smiles wickedly at him::

EO_Bolith says:
::offers hand to Blace::

XO_Pang says:
All: Mr. Davis, as you all know, has been an excellent Chief Engineer and well deserves his promotion to Lt. JG .... and in addition, because of his work on our previous visit to Cortez we have been authorised to award him a commendation in addition to his promotion

OPS_Blace says:
::Is overwhelmed by his promotion::

Cns_Moore says:
Roger: Great job! ::shakes his hand::

CMO-Starr says:
::nods in total agreement with XO::

XO_Pang says:
All: Well done to our 4 new Lieutenants

OPS_Blace says:
XO: Is he aboard?

OPS_Blace says:
XO: Thank you!!

Cns_Moore says:
Roger: Will you join me and my fiancée for dinner one of these days

OPS_Blace says:
Moore: Sure. You just say the word. It would be my pleasure.

FCOMallor says:
CO: approaching Cortez station

XO_Pang says:
::sits back and smiles::

Host CO_Peters says:
All:  Congratulations to our promotees, however, we have work to do.  Back to posts everyone.

XO_Pang says:
OPS: Yes ... but cannot be involved ... there is a special project ongoing

Cns_Moore says:
Roger: I must get back to work, watch for a message from me

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Seleya arrives at Cortez.

Host CO_Peters says:
FCO:  Put us in orbit around the station.

FCOMallor says:
CO: already done...

CMO-Starr says:
::walks out with Lt Blace::

Host CO_Peters says:
::Smiles::  Very good Lt.

Host CO_Peters says:
CTO:  Any sign on the Isis?

CMO-Starr says:
XO: Will you be needing me on this mission?

Cns_Moore says:
XO: I will be working in my office if you need me please let me know

XO_Pang says:
CMO:  If you would like to lead the AT I would be quite happy .... you, at least, know Cortez

OPS_Blace says:
::Turns attention back to console and the Cortez Station::

CTOCruzer says:
CO: No sign of her, but some space debris that may be remains of Isis

CMO-Starr says:
XO: Aye Maam, who will be going with me?

Cns_Moore says:
::turns to leave::

Host CO_Peters says:
CTO:  Can you verify that?

Cns_Moore says:
TL: Counsellor’s Office Please

XO_Pang says:
CNS: Thank you Craig ... I may need to consult with you about Abigail Donaldson ..... or rather, her husband - I will keep you advised

CTOCruzer says:
CO: Not at the moment

Host CO_Peters says:
CTO:  Work on it I need to know.

XO_Pang says:
CMO: Your choice

XO_Pang says:
TO: Ensign Toran - welcome to the ship .... I trust OPS has given you comfortable quarters?

CMO-Starr says:
::thinks about who will be needed::

Cns_Moore says:
*XO* Her husband sir? I will pull up the information I have on him and prepare a report as soon as the regular paperwork is done

Host CO_Peters says:
XO:  Work with the CTO and see if you can identify the debris as the Isis

Cns_Moore says:
::returns to his office::

TO-Toran says:
XO: Yes sir

XO_Pang says:
*CNS* Thankyou Craig - it would be appreciated

Host CO_Peters says:
Ops:  What's the status of the weapon?

EO_Bolith says:
::thinks to himself that sentient weapon system took out a defiant class ship were in for a rough time::

XO_Pang says:
TO: I was once the new Tactical Ensign on this ship

CTOCruzer says:
TO: I am placing in charge of the identifying the debris

TO-Toran says:
CTO: Yes sir

OPS_Blace says:
CO: The weapon is still charged, but I can not get good readings from here.

TO-Toran says:
::Walks to TAC Station::

Cns_Moore says:
*Angelique* Can you put a thermos of coffee aside for me and the bridge crew This promises to be tense

Host CO_Peters says:
Ops:  Noted

CMO-Starr says:
XO: I think I would like OPS, EO, and TO to accompany me.  That should cover all the bases.

FCOMallor says:
If we took it aboard, how is it powered?

XO_Pang says:
SCI: Any information from the SCI scanners?

OPS_Blace says:
CO: However I can tell that the station is totally lifeless. Besides the area around the weapon.

Host CO_Peters says:
Ops:  Just like when we left

XO_Pang says:
CO: Sorry ... mind still on the promotions Sir ... but John has it in hand

Cns_Moore says:
::makes a note to pull up files on Mr Donaldson::

OPS_Blace says:
CO: It appears that way.

XO_Pang says:
CMO: You will need an engineer I think ... but sorry Davis is not available to you ... take Bolitho perhaps?

Host CO_Peters says:
CMO:  Looks like I need you back on the station Commander.  Organise your team and get over there ASAP.

Angelique says:
Craig:  my please  regular coffee  on it's way.

EO_Bolith says:
::looks at the CMO waiting for her orders::

CMO-Starr says:
CO: Aye Sir.  OPS, EO and TO, you are with me.  Let's move it. ::grins::::

EO_Bolith says:
::follows CMO into turbolift::

Cns_Moore says:
*Angelique* I'll be by to pick it up

Host CO_Peters says:
CMO:  Good luck Commander.  Keep me posted

TO-Toran says:
CTO: SIR we should beam aboard the debris

OPS_Blace says:
::Follows CMO::

Host CO_Peters says:
XO:  Can you monitor the weapon please.

XO_Pang says:
::waves at Troi:: Good luck!

CMO-Starr says:
CO: Aye Sir ::as she walks into the TL::

TO-Toran says:
::Follows CMO

Angelique says:
:: set's to work  making the coffee::

FCOMallor says:
::flicks Ops over to slave at his console

Cns_Moore says:
*CMO* would you like me to take care of things in SB for you Ma'am::

CMO-Starr says:
OPS: Are you coming, Roger?

XO_Pang says:
CO: Surely ... crosslinking SCI and TAC2 now

CTOCruzer says:
TO: Do what it takes.

Angelique says:
:: Fill's two big ones and a bag of mugs::

TO-Toran says:
CTO: yes sir

Cns_Moore says:
*Angelique* So how's business in the lounge?

Cns_Moore says:
::doing paperwork::

XO_Pang says:
CO: I agree with Toran ... we should beam some of the debris aboard ... in a containment field

CMO-Starr says:
::watches as the TL takes them to the shuttle bay::

Host CO_Peters says:
TO:  Do it then.  Cargo bay 4 is empty at the moment.  Get down there and start your analysis.

Cns_Moore says:
*CMO* Would you like me to take care of things in SB for you Ma'am

FCOMallor says:
CO: permission to help him out...

OPS_Blace says:
CMO: I haven't been on the station before. Is there anything I should expect?

CMO-Starr says:
ALL: Ops, I want you to take readings on any consoles.

EO_Bolith says:
CMO: Sir the last time an AT was on the station they were in bio suits

Angelique says:
*Craig*:   Well breakfast is over so it is slowing down, but good.   Any special coffee wanted or plain or caffeine flavour?

XO_Pang says:
CTO: If we beam that debris please ensure maximum bio-security forcefields

TO-Toran says:
::Goes to cargo bay 4::

OPS_Blace says:
CMO: I'm sorry sir, I don't follow.

CMO-Starr says:
TO: You are to scan for any life signs.

CMO-Starr says:
EO: I want you to disconnect that weapon if possible.

TO-Toran says:
Aye sir

TO-Toran says:
::Activates containment field::

OPS_Blace says:
CMO: I do not understand my orders.

CMO-Starr says:
ALL: I want two weapons each and Evac suits with us at all times.

Host CO_Peters says:
FCO:  I need you at your post.  We may need to make a hasty departure.

FCOMallor says:
CO: aye sir

CMO-Starr says:
OPS: I want you to try and get any of the consoles up and running if possible.

EO_Bolith says:
::picks up his specially prepared tricorder::

OPS_Blace says:
Starr: Aye sir.

CMO-Starr says:
*TO*: Report to the shuttle bay ASAP!!

TO-Toran says:
::Scans for life signs::

FCOMallor says:
::scanning the AT::

Cns_Moore says:
*CMO* Would you like me to take care of things in SB for you Ma'am

TO-Toran says:
CMO: Coming sir

XO_Pang says:
FCO: I could also do with additional assistance with science while we are parked

CMO-Starr says:
*CNS*: If needed, please.

TO-Toran says:
::Walks to shuttle bay::

CTOCruzer says:
::enables security and bio forcefields, beams aboard a piece of debris to cargo bay 4::

FCOMallor says:
XO: so as a Lt I get to do three things at once?   hehe

Cns_Moore says:
*CMO* a pleasure Ma'am

CMO-Starr says:
*CO*: All members are here Sir. We are leaving now when we have clearance.

TO-Toran says:
::Arrives in shuttle bay::

CMO-Starr says:
ALL AT: Let's go, I will fly her over.

Host CO_Peters says:
*CMO*:  Your cleared.

CMO-Starr says:
::enters the shuttle and takes the helm::

TO-Toran says:
::Enters shuttle::

CMO-Starr says:
::looks around to make sure all are aboard::

OPS_Blace says:
::As the TL stops he gets out and follows the rest of the team into the shuttle bay and takes a seat next to Starr::

XO_Pang says:
*CNS*  We are short on bridge personnel
CTO: Can you run diagnostics on that debris John?

EO_Bolith says:
::Enters the shuttle::

Cns_Moore says:
*Angelique* Plain should do fine, I'll be up in a bit

TO-Toran says:
::Checks drawer for weapons::

CMO-Starr says:
TO: Bring up weapons.

CTOCruzer says:
XO: sure, I will be in cargo Bay 4

TO-Toran says:
::Finds weapons::

Cns_Moore says:
*XO* I'm on my way what position do you need?

CMO-Starr says:
OPS: Scan the debris field and help me watch for unexpected articles.

CMO-Starr says:
::lifts the shuttle up and exits the Seleya::

Angelique says:
*Craig*:  it will be waiting. :: finishes the 2 thermos and makes sure the bag has the mugs and some sugar cookies::

XO_Pang says:
CTO: Take care ..... whatever destroyed the Isis could destroy us too

CMO-Starr says:
COM: CO: Sir, we are on our way.

OPS_Blace says:
Starr: Aye ma'am. Should we get into Bio-Suits now? Or when we dock?

EO_Bolith says:
CMO: Ma'am can I recommend that the Seleya keep a transporter lock on us at all times?

Host CO_Peters says:
COM: CMO:  As I said, keep me posted as to your progress

CTOCruzer says:
::Enters TL:: TL: Cargo Bay 4

FCOMallor says:
::pleased that the piloting lessons he gave the CMO are paying off....::

XO_Pang says:
::moves over to her old place at TAC1 and crosslinks Science - studies hard::

CMO-Starr says:
@OPS: Scan the area where the weapon is.  Is there oxygen there?

Cns_Moore says:
::picks up his psych profile on Mr Donaldson::

CMO-Starr says:
@::watching carefully as she manoeuvres around debris.

Cns_Moore says:
::goes to TL::

Cns_Moore says:
TL: Summit Lounge

CMO-Starr says:
@TO: Weapons status?

OPS_Blace says:
@Starr: Highly concentrated particles of oxygen around the debris.

XO_Pang says:
CO:  I have a lock on the shuttle and will try to get a lock on individual AT members Sir

Cns_Moore says:
::enters lounge::

TO-Toran says:
@CMO: Phasers online

Host CO_Peters says:
XO:  Good, we may need to pull them out quickly

CMO-Starr says:
@::nods to her crew::

FCOMallor says:
XO: Shall we try Isolinear tags to make sure we can get them aboard if it tries transporter inhibitors?

EO_Bolith says:
@::sitting at Ops :: CMO there is no trace on oxygen by the weapon system

CTOCruzer says:
::Exits TL and Enters CB 4::

OPS_Blace says:
@::Watches console as he steps into his bio-suit, but not lid::

Cns_Moore says:
Angelique: Hello, I'm needed on the bridge so I dropped by to pick up the coffee

CMO-Starr says:
@AT:  Ok, pulling her up to the dock now.  Have your tricorders ready and lets get this job over with quickly if we can.

XO_Pang says:
FCO:  Can you maintain these locks on the AT for me?  I need to run additional diagnostics at Science

EO_Bolith says:
::puts on bio suit::

FCOMallor says:
XO: sure..

Angelique says:
Craig: :: hands him the bag and the two thermoses  :: here and be careful ::small peck on the cheek::

FCOMallor says:
::walks over to Sci3::

TO-Toran says:
@::Picks up tricorder and puts on bio suit::

Host CO_Peters says:
COM: CMO:  Suggest you transport direct to the weapon once docked.  I don't want you walking around that station when we don't know what else is there

CMO-Starr says:
@OPS: Is there oxygen on the station?

XO_Pang says:
::glad that Seleya crew are used to multi-tasking::

CMO-Starr says:
@COM:CO: Aye Sir.

Cns_Moore says:
Angelique: Whoa I said one thermos, you really went all out, thanks ::kisses her back quickly::

EO_Bolith says:
@CMO: No Ma'am there is no oxygen on the station

OPS_Blace says:
@CMO: No ma'am.

CMO-Starr says:
@AT: Well, you heard the CO. Set the transporter for the weapon room.

Cns_Moore says:
::picks up the coffee, mugs and cookies::

XO_Pang says:
*CTO*  Any conclusions?

Cns_Moore says:
Angelique: Gotta go, we may have a guest for supper

Angelique says:
Craig: now get.  I know how you drink it. Now scoot we both have work to do.

CMO-Starr says:
@AT: Ok, evac suits then ::reaches for her suit and puts it on::

Host CO_Peters says:
FCO:  Put us in geostationary orbit above the AT

Cns_Moore says:
::leaves lounge and goes to bridge::

FCOMallor says:
::thinks is stupid of SFC to send a defiant class ship to do the job of a science ship anyway::

Cns_Moore says:
::enters bridge::

Angelique says:
Craig: I'll have it ready now scoot :: goes to help a customer::

CTOCruzer says:
::Scan the piece of debris, it matches the Isis:: *XO*: It is the Isis

TO-Toran says:
@::picks up  a phaser::

FCOMallor says:
CO: yessir

OPS_Blace says:
@CMO: I think we should have someone stay aboard the shuttle.

CMO-Starr says:
@AT: Are we ready? ::adjusts the transporter::

Cns_Moore says:
XO: Counsellor Moore reporting

EO_Bolith says:
@::picks up Phaser x2 and tricorder as well as a toolkit::

TO-Toran says:
@CMO: yes sir

XO_Pang says:
*CTO*  Any idea what might have caused such devastation to the ship John?

Host CO_Peters says:
XO:  Is the station powered?

CMO-Starr says:
@OPS: I need all of you.

Cns_Moore says:
::loaded down with the coffee, mugs and cookies::

Cns_Moore says:
XO: Where did you say you needed me Sir?

CMO-Starr says:
@AT: Everyone ready?

CTOCruzer says:
*XO* : I am unable to determined what destroyed it.

OPS_Blace says:
@CMO: Yes ma'am.  ::Picks up lid and pops it on and then picks up 2 phasers (one rifle). And one tricorder::
 
EO_Bolith says:
@CMO: aye Ma'am

TO-Toran says:
@CMO: Yes

XO_Pang says:
::looks at the Counsellor:: CNS: What is with the cookies Craig?

CMO-Starr @::activates transporter:: (Transporter.wav)

XO_Pang says:
*CTO*  Then make sure it is totally decontaminated ... and you too ....

Cns_Moore says:
XO: I figured no one had time to get up and get something to drink so I asked Angelique for coffee and this us what she prepared

OPS_Blace says:
@CMO: ::Through comm.:: Ready....

TO-Toran says:
@::Looks round::

CMO-Starr says:
@::materialises in the room with the weapon::

Host CO_Peters says:
XO:  any way to access the stations computers remotely?

XO_Pang says:
CNS: That is a wonderful idea .... I am starving ... and then you could help us at OPS?

EO_Bolith says:
@::arrives on Cortez station activates tricorder::

CMO-Starr says:
@EO: Try to get power to the computer.

OPS_Blace says:
@::Is in the room with the weapon.::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  The AT finds the weapon in the state they found it the first time, alive and pulsating

FCOMallor says:
CO: suggest they get to the computer core, or a main terminal and transfer core data....

XO_Pang says:
CO:  I cannot establish that .... the security codes we used before do not seem to work this time around

EO_Bolith says:
@CMO: aye Ma'am

CMO-Starr says:
@OPS: As soon as you have power, try to D/L to your tricorder.  Do NOT send directly to the Seleya.

TO-Toran says:
@::Activates tricorder::

Cns_Moore says:
XO: yes Ma'am  ::happy to see if he still can do his job at his original position::

Host CO_Peters says:
XO+FCO: Noted

EO_Bolith says:
@::Looks for nearest computer terminal::

FCOMallor says:
::nods::

Cns_Moore says:
::passes the coffee and cookies around and takes Ops::

CMO-Starr says:
@TO: Cover our rear, make sure no one sneaks up on us.

OPS_Blace says:
@::Sets Tricorder for different setting and tries to help EO::

EO_Bolith says:
@::finds a computer terminal and activates the screen::

FCOMallor says:
::passes Ops control back to Ops::

Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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